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Abstract

Cinematography carries messages on the plot, emotion, or more general feeling of the film. Yet cinematographic devices are
often overlooked in existing approaches to film analysis. In this paper, we present Embedded Constrained Patterns (ECPs), a
dedicated query language to search annotated film clips for sequences that fulfill complex stylistic constraints. ECPs are groups
of framing and sequencing constraints defined using vocabulary in film textbooks. Using a set algorithm, all occurrences of the
ECPs can be found in annotated film sequences. We use a film clip from the Lord of the Rings to demonstrate a range of ECPs
that can be detected, and analyse them in relation to story and emotions in the film.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and Scene Understanding—
Video Analysis

1. Introduction

The availability of tools to annotate and extract cinematographic
data has changed the way we learn from films. Video and film
analysis algorithms can improve accuracy for viewer recommenda-
tions in online streaming services to appeal to the viewer [CBL13].
Autonomous virtual camera systems learn from films by replicat-
ing existing movie shot compositions [LC15] from annotation tools
such as Insight [MWS∗15], as well as reanimate camera trajecto-
ries that are extracted from tools like voodoo tracker [SDM∗14].
Visualization tools such as Cinemetrics [Bro11] show the color dis-
tribution of scenes in films, and allows the comparison of multiple
films.

Apart from applications to video streaming platforms, tools for
automatic analysis of film sequences can also provide educational
benefits to prospective film makers. In cognitive film studies, statis-
tics run on annotated shot data have provided insights on how direc-
tors make stylistic choices that convey story events and emotions
simply by composing actor positions in images [Cut15] [Bor85].
The effect of framing composition on the audience has also drawn
interest from multimedia analysts to understand what emotions are
tied to visual features such as shot size [CBL11] or shot types
[SBA∗15]. Many theorists go so far as to propose that film, like
written language, has some form of grammar and semantics [BS12]
[Tse13].

Yet when searching for examples in actual film data, we are lim-
ited by our human capacity to observe, record, and generalise these
grammar rules and semantics. We are distracted by the multitude
of color, movement, sound on the flashing screen. There are cur-
rently no general purpose languages or tools for automated analy-

sis of cinematography in film. This is due to three reasons. First,
film cinematography has no fixed implementation from director to
director. As shown in Figure 1, the same technique of intensify–a
camera moving closer and closer to an actor–can be implemented in
two completely different stories, with different shot sizes, angles,
and character orientations, but both reflect intensifying emotions.
Thus a language to describe film cinematography must be as flex-
ible and as extensible as possible. Second, formalising cinemato-
graphic knowledge requires understanding of actual film practices
which, though general principles exist, may again have varying im-
plementations from director to director. Finally, image processing
tools are able to detect occurrences of actors across a sequence,
but their accuracy can be strongly influenced by the color, lighting,
orientation, and occlusion in the scene.

In this paper we present Embedded Constraint Patterns (ECP),
which sets out to tackle the challenge of analysing complex shot
arrangements. Our purpose is to provide a simple–and familiar–set
of vocabulary for cinematography that can be used to describe and
formulate observations. Such a tool would allow users to formu-
late, collect data, and more easily reject, accept, or adjust different
observational hypotheses. Setting out from a film analyst’s obser-
vations, we can formalise grammatical rules and film idioms of cin-
ematography found in film textbooks such as [TB09] [Zet07].

Here we propose an implementation of the Patterns cinematog-
raphy language [WC15] as a film query language. ECPs can be de-
fined using the Patterns language, and a solver searches movies for
ECPs in the annotated data. Our goal for the implementation of the
ECPs is to use the Patterns vocabulary to (1) easily and flexibly de-
fine groups of cinematographic constraints into a number of ECPs
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Figure 1: These two sequences in Lord of the Rings and Godfather
both show the intensify ECP (moving gradually closer to the actor).

(to address the difficulty of providing a unifying definition between
various directorial styles), and (2) query on annotated film data and
extract montages of matching seqeunces. An ECP represents the se-
mantics of framing and frame sequencing over a number of shots,
such as the intensify ECP shown in Figure 1. The vocabulary con-
sists of on-screen properties that the user can easily observe–such
as size, angle, position–and sequencing constraints on these prop-
erties. This approach may depart from traditional descriptions of
cinematographic elements, but is a more direct way to observe and
analyse the meaning of on-screen compositions and the underlying
messages they carry.

ECPs can be generally used to query a variety of annotated data
on cinematographic composition. Its main strength is in its ability
to search for long sequences pertaining to a number of framing,
movement, or target position constraints. Thus, ECPs has practical
applications to improving film analysis techniques for event detec-
tion, viewer recommendations and movie search engines for online
film services, and educational tools through learn by example.

2. Related Work

Analysis of film cinematography has much to do with understand-
ing film as a communicative tool for logic, story, and emotion. A
dominant field of video and image processing converges on al-
gorithms for shot boundary detection [CB98] and genre analy-
sis [RSS05]. Scene and event boundaries provide information on
how a film is structured, while genre identifies crucial emotional or
story-archetype features. This has strong applications to film sum-
marization for streaming services that would appeal to the viewer
or provide insight to the film’s content. Another aspect of cinemato-
graphic analysis focuses on aesthetics of framing composition such
as detection of the usage of shot types [SBA∗15]. However, these
approaches focus on a single aspect of film analysis, and cannot
take into accound the multimodality of film cinematography, i.e.
the combination of multiple elements of size, angle, composition,
light may result in different meanings.

To bridge the gap between the viewer’s emotion in relation to
cinematography style, machine learning has been applied to under-
standing how multiple film features contribute to how films com-
municate with the audience. Both [CBL11] and [MBC15] use the
markov chain to learn film parameters. [CBL11] observes the cor-
relation between shot sizes and audience emotions; [MBC15] fo-
cuses on learning transition parameters to replicate director style.

However, how weights for machine learning features are calculated
makes it difficult to draw clear observations on how style correlates
to emotions.

In virtual camera control, film idioms and continuity rules have
been popularly adapted to constraint-based systems. An early ex-
ample is the DCCL language for planning sequences of camera
movements [CAH∗96]. More recently, vocabularies for cinematog-
raphy have been developed apart from Patterns. Most notably, the
Prose Storyboard Language (PSL) [RVB13] was designed based
on actual film practice on shot composition, including vocabulary
for elements like size, region, or movement. In the implementation
in [GCR∗13], PSL targets autonomous camera steering and com-
position, conducting a search for suitable camera positions based
on PSL constraints. However, films aren’t just composed of a num-
ber of images strung together. In film, there is movement, there is
cause-effect, there is a progression of story, and these are expressed
and supported by the camera. Patterns provides specific vocabulary
for constraints on relations between shots and sub-sequences. Since
our main purpose in this paper is for analysis of cinematographic
storytelling, we choose to use the base vocabulary set from Patterns
for constructing ECPs.

3. Patterns Language Overview and ECP Structure

Patterns is based on the elements from widely-used film textbooks
including [Zet07] [TB09]. In this section, we outline the structure
and vocabulary of the language, as well as its grammar to construct
ECPs.

A ECP sets a number of constraints on a sequence of shots.
There are 3 types of constraints: (1) framing, (2) shot relations, and
(3) sub-sequence constraints. An ECP can contain multiple fram-
ing and relation constraints. Further constraints such as length and
sub-sequences can also be added to ECPs. Below, we describe each
category in detail.

3.1. Framing Constraints

Framing constraints restricts how actors are arranged on-screen,
mainly including four aspects: size, angle, region, and movement.
The selection of each of these constraints has its basis in film prac-
tice.

The constraints are discussed in terms of actors. We adopt a very
broad definition of actors that incorporates humans, animated crea-
tures, and objects.

3.1.1. Size

The distance of actors to the camera will affect the size of actors
and objects on the screen. An actor’s size tells us its importance–
closer cameras create bigger actors, increasing their importance;
conversely, longer camera distance makes the actor smaller and the
less important. We categorise 9 sizes defined by [TB09] with the
upper half body filling the screen as the median Medium Shot. A
diagram of all shot sizes on a human actor are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly uses all 9 scales of
shot size within a single scenario, with the establishing shot EST
as the longest shot (smallest size) and extreme closeup XCU as the
shortest (largest size).

3.1.2. Angle

Corresponding to the three axes in 3D, the camera can be rotated
on the horizontal, vertical, and roll axis. Examples of each type of
angle can be found in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Angles of characters on the screen include the verti-
cal, horizontal, and roll angle.Vertical angles can be tricky to ob-
serve. One trick is to estimate the skline in each shot (roughly indi-
cated in this figure). Shots with higher angles have higher skylines,
while lower shots have lower skylines. Screenshots come from The
Hunger Games.

Vertical angle assumes the heights of the camera in relation to
the target it is filming. Angle can imply the personality of actors
[Zet07], with low angle shots (looking up at the actor) expressing
courage, confidence, or importance, and higher angle shots (look-
ing down on the actor) showing weakness.

Horizontal angle strongly implies the audience’s involvement in
the story, including strong involvement (front view), observer (side-
view), vulnerability (back view).

Tilted shots (with a roll angle) can be adopted for the purpose
of showing disorientation of the actor, or distortion of the environ-
ment.

3.1.3. Regions

Framing region refers to how actors are arranged in the screen
space. Where actors appear on screen has much to do with aesthet-
ics, but also the inner state of the actors. For example, appearing
in lower part of the frame or long distance from the centre could
indicate isolation, while higher positions in the frame can indicate
dominance.

Framing region is most complex to describe since actors often
move in and out of the frame. Patterns provides a simple set of
vocabulary for roughly constraining the regions either by a 4−split
or 9− split regions, or simply top/bottom and le f t/right.

Figure 4: There are many ways to describe on-screen positions of
actors. In film literature, the most well-known one is the 9-split
standard (purple dotted lines; also referred to as the rule of thirds),
where the screen is split into three regions horizontally and ver-
tically. Patterns provides vocabulary for 9− split, 4− split (blue
lines in the figure; 2 regions both horizontally and vertically), and
also le f t/right (dotted blue line) and upper/lower (solid blue line)
regions.

3.1.4. Camera Movement

Finally, movement is a straightforward metaphor of guidance to
the viewer. The major types of movement involve still camera (no
movement, allowing the viewer to observe other movements on
screen), pan (horizontal rotating to explore a scene), zoom (in and
out, either to focus or reveal), track/dolly (to follow), tilt(vertical
angle tilting to show height), pedestal (vertical movement), and
rolling (to create a feeling of disorientation or creepiness).

3.2. Shot Relations

Constraints can be placed not only on single framing compositions,
but also between shots. There are two characteristics considering
relationship between two shots. And the other is transitions, refer-
ring to the techniques that links two shots: a cut, fade, screen wipe,
etc.; however, this is not our focus here.

The relation between two shots in terms of on-screen properties:
distance, angle, and framing regions. For example, we may want
to search for a sequence of shots that move gradually closer to ac-
tors; or a sequence of shots in which the actors always appear in the
same region in the frame. Relation constraints provides ECPs with
the ability to detect full sequences following certain constraints,
giving a strong advantage over other computational cinematogra-
phy languages.

3.2.1. Size Relations

The distance of the camera to actors in consecutive framings can
either be closer, further, or remain the same. Changing the distance
from one shot to another can thus show the difference in importance
of actors in the scene, as well as to intensify or relax the atmosphere
by moving closer and further to targets respectively. Maintaining
the same distance can imply that the overall emotion is unchang-
ing, or that actors are equally important from shot to shot. Patterns
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includes the size relation constraints of same-distance, closer, and
further between two consecutive shots.

An example of changing distance relations is the one we have
been referring to frequently–intensify in Figure 1–in which the
camera becomes closer to the actors from one shot to another.

3.2.2. Angle Relations

Similar to size, angles can be either higher, lower, or the same an-
gle. Since angles carry the meaning of confidence or importance
of actors, change of angles between shots can imply the relative
strength of different actors, or change of emotional state for the
same actor. Yet unlike size, shot angles usually do not change so
frequently, mainly as not to confuse the viewer. In Patterns, we pro-
vide the vocabulary mainly for changes in vertical angle, namely
higher, lower, and same− angle to describe angle relations be-
tween two consecutive shots.

In Figure 3, the high shot and low shot are consecutive frames
in the original movie, which clearly depict the disparity in status
between the two actors.

3.2.3. Framing Region Relations

When actors appear in the same regions on the screen across shots,
it often means an agreement, compassion, or mutual recognition
between the actors. It can also be a director’s way of expressing
the equality between the actors. If actors are distributed on differ-
ent sides of the horizontal axis (i.e. left and right), it often car-
ries the meaning of opposition. When there is a upper-lower dis-
parity, appearing higher in the shot often symbolises power. Since
framing can be complex, we provide basic relation vocabulary for
same region (the same 9-split or 4-split region), same/different
horizontal− region, and same/different vertical− region.

Figures 8 and 9 show of how framing regions could be an inter-
pretation of relations between actors. Figure 8 places actors in the
same region to show agreement and compassion, while Figure 9
places two actors in opposite horizontal regions, reflecting a dis-
agreement or enmity.

3.3. Sub-Sequences and ECP Structure

We will use the incremental construction of the intensify sequence
to illustrate how sub-sequences (an embedded ECP) can be defined,
and how an ECP is structured. We show how the combination of
different vocabulary in Patterns can provide multiple definitions of
the intensify ECP. Examples of intensify can be seen in Figure 1.

3.3.1. Sub-Sequences

Embedded sub-sequences are continuous sequences of shots that
follow the constraints of some other ECP, such that the sequence of
shots can be grouped together in the parent ECP. Individual shots
in the sub-sequence are not evaluated by the relation constraints set
by the parent ECP. Suppose we defined a very simplified definition
of intensify as:

intensify{
relation

constraint: closer

sub-sequence
constraint: shot

}

meaning that all shots must have a shot distance relatively closer
than the previous shot, and intensify should be solely comprised
of single shots. Then intensify would be able to match shots 3-4
in Figure 6, but it would not consider 3-7 as intensify since shots
5 and 6 have the same shot distance, not fulfilling the closer con-
straint. Yet, as a film analyst, keyframes 3-7 may still be consid-
ered an intensify, since the shot size gradually increases over the
whole sequence. To overcome the limitation, one solution is to al-
low same-sized sub-sequences embedded in the larger intensify se-
quence. That is, we allow sequences of 1 or more same-sized shots
that ignore the relation constraint of closer.

intensify{
relation

constraint: closer
sub-sequence

constraint: ECP{
relation

constraint: same-size
}

}

Only the first and last shot in the sub-sequence are restricted by
the relation constraint. In Figure 6, Shot 5 is constrained by the
“closer” constraint with Frame 4, and Frame 6 with Frame 7, but
Frame 5 and 6 are grouped together, and thus ignore the closer con-
straint.

3.3.2. Ranges

If the user would like a constraint to only be evaluated once, such
as at the first or last shot of the sequence, or interweave shot sizes,
it can be achieved through setting ranges for constraints. A range
parameter that can either be a continuous range expressed as [x−y],
a discrete list (x,y,z...), or it can be one of the keywords of initial
(which is equal to the list (1)), all, none, or end. In this case, we
can define a pattern where shots 1, 3, and 5 are CU, and 2, 4, and 6
are LS, and shots 7 to 9 are MS as:

intensify{
framing

constraint: size=CU
range: (1,3,5])

framing
constraint: size=LS
range: (2,4,6)

framing
constraint: size=MS
range: [7-9]

}

In the intensify ECP, we can add range restrictions to each con-
straint. By default, range is set to all.

intensify{
framing

constraint: size>=MCU
range: initial

relation
constraint: closer
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range: all
sub-sequence

constraint: ECP{
relation

constraint: same-size
range: all

}
range: all

}

3.3.3. Length

We can also restrict the length of an ECP, which indirectly affects
the number of shots an ECP can match. The length parameter is
targeted towards the number of sub-sequences, and not the number
of shots. We add a length constraint to intensify:

intensify{
relation

constraint: closer
range: all

sub-sequence
constraint: ECP{

relation
constraint: same-size
range: all

}
range: all

length
constraint: length>=3

}

In Figure 6 even though 4 → 5 fulfils the relation constraint
closer, and both [4] and [5− 6] form a sub-sequence of same-
distance shots ([4] has only one frame, and thus is a same size,
too), there are only 2 sub-sequences, and thus does not fulfil the
length requirement. The reason for setting a length requirement on
sub-sequences instead of number of shots is central to our goal of
using Patterns to define ECPs that capture meaningful changes over
sequences. Since the evaluation of relational constraints allows ob-
servations over long sequences, but only between sub-sequences,
the number of sub-sequences on which a relation constraint is eval-
uated is much more meaningful than the actual number of shots in
the ECP. By default, this constraint is set to length≥ 1.

4. Solver

The question now is that of finding all sequences that fulfill a user-
defined cinematographic ECP. An ECP is composed of (i) a set of
framing constraints, e.g. framing=MCU, (ii) a set of relation con-
straints, e.g. relation=closer, and (iii) a set of subsequence
constraints, e.g. sub-sequence=shot.

The solving process is expressed as a search over a sequence
S of frames. The search iterates through S and tries at each itera-
tion to match the given ECP starting from frame i (where 1 < i <
Card(S)). The solver returns a set R = {r1, ..,rn} of subsequences
such that rn = [ fI , fF ] where fI and fF represent respectively the
starting and ending frames of the sequence that match the ECP.

For the sake of performance (ie avoiding re-evaluation of the sat-
isfaction of framing, relation and sequence constraints), the search

is run in two stages. The first stage builds a cache of valid solutions
as three sets of frame sequences FC, RC and SC. The first repre-
sents the sets of frames that satisfy each of the framing constraints
mentioned in the ECP. The second represents the sets of frame/shot
couples [ fi, fi+1] that satisfy the relation constraints, and the last
represents the set of frame sub-sequences SC = {s1, ..,sm} where
si = [ fI , fF ] and where fI and fF represent respectively the starting
and ending frames that satisfy the specified subsequence.

Then, in a second stage, the process iterates over all frames fi of
the sequence S (see 2). At each iteration a double recursive depth
search is performed from the current frame with a simple idea: the
next frame is retrieved from the sequence S, and if valid, is either
considered as part of a subsequence (see line 4) or part of the se-
quence (see line 6).

4.1. Verifying Constraints

From a practical view, we cast the problem of verifying frame, rela-
tion and subsequence constraints as a string search problem. Anno-
tated film data can be viewed as text articles with multimodal prop-
erties such as size, position, angle...etc. Therefore, the problem of
finding framings that fulfil certain constraints becomes straightfor-
ward: on one side, extract the needed data from the film annotations
to form the source text; on the other hand, construct the query from
the constraints, that can easily find matches in strings. For this pur-
pose, we choose a regular expression interpreter for the vocabulary
in Patterns. Each vocabulary can be formalised using regular ex-
pressions.

For example, framing constraints are expressed as an alphabet
code followed by a number which expresses either different sizes,
angles, or regions based on what alphabet code is given. For ex-
ample, ‘S4’ would match a medium closeup (MCU) on the size,
while ‘A4’ would match an eye-angle shot on the angle. Figure 5
shows how the two constraints would be matched to a sequence of
keyframes.

Figure 5: Constraints on single framings can be matched individ-
ually and validated or rejected directly. In this example, Frame 2
fulfils both constraints. We build a set that contains, for each con-
straint the set of valid frames.

Shot relations are more difficult to express due to the limita-
tion that regular expressions cannot compare mathematical values.
However, since the parameters for features in Patterns is discrete, it
is easy to exhaust all possibilities. Relations are evaluated between
each keyframe and its preceding keyframe, which means the first
keyframe would always validate.

Finally, sub-sequences are treated just like any other group of
constraints. However the computation requires to run the search
algorithm in the next section in order to return all sequences of
keyframes that can be grouped into a sub-sequence.
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Figure 6: In this example, both closer and same-size sets constraints
on the framing size relation. Naturally, since their definition contra-
dict each other, there is no overlap.

4.2. Search Algorithm

The search algorithm (ECPRecurse) relies on functions isValid-
Frame() to evaluate whether the frame fi is within the set of
valid frames FC (similar for isValidRelation() and isValidSubse-
quence()). The isValidSequence() simply checks that the given
length of the sequence is valid (since all frames, relations and sub-
sequences are valid).

Algorithm 1 ECPSearch (ECP p, Sequence S)

1: ResultSet R = ∅
2: while S not empty do
3: fi = f irst(S)
4: ECPRecurse(p, ∅,S, i,R)
5: S = S\ fi

return R

Algorithm 2 ECPRecurse (ECP p, CurrentSequence C, Sequence
S, Index s, ResultSet R)

1: if S not empty then
2: fi = f irst(S)
3: if isValidFrame( fi) AND isValidRelation( fi) then
4: if isValidSubsequence(p, C∪{ fi}) then
5: ECPRecurse(p, C∪{ fi},S\{ fi},s,R )
6: if isValidSequence(p, C∪{ fi}) then
7: ECPRecurse(p, { fi},S\{ fi}s,R∪{[s, i]} )

5. Examples

We demonstrate how our solver analyses user-defined ECPs using
the video clip of Lord of the Rings as an example †. The sequence
is composed of 56 shots. The basic storyline follows the elvish lord
Elrond who disagrees with the wizard Gandalf that men are untrust-
worthy. A flashback occurs in the middle of their dialogue, showing
Elrond fruitlessly attempting to convince the man Isildur to destroy
the one ring, an evil artefact.

In this example, we analyse two sets of ECPs concerning size
and framing regions respectively, each set containing two ECPs.
The two ECPs for size are intensify and same-size. The two
ECPs for framing regions are frameshare and opposition. Figure 7
presents all instances of found ECPs throughout the clip.

† The clip can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7X1BCCH9a8

5.1. Study of Shot-Size Evolution

The size of a shot implies the importance of the actors as well as
the emotional density of the scene. Using the Patterns, we define
two ECPs: intensify and same-size long. The definition of intensify
is the same as the final step of our process in Section 3.3.3.

Our definition of same-size chain relies on the relation parameter
same−size defined in Patterns. We add a restriction of length>= 2
to ensure chains of same-sized shots, and restrict the length of each
sub-sequence to only contain one shot.

same-size-chain{
relation

constraint: same-size
range: all

sub-sequence
constraint: ’shot’
range: all

length
constraint: length>=2

}

As we can observe from Figure 7, the sequence begins with a
number of same-size shots of various sizes. As mainly a dialogue
scene there is much less action taking place. However, when the
flashback occurs, we can clearly feel the increase in the density of
emotion from the frequent changes of shot sizes. Moreover, three
intensify sequences are detected within the flashback sequence be-
tween shots 32 and 51.

5.2. Study of Framing Region Evolutions

Figure 8: Example frameshare extracted by the query, with Isildur
under the influence of the ring.

In the film clip, we can observe two types of actor interaction
scenarios: actors opposing each other (e.g. Elrond against the ring),
and actors are in coordination with each other (e.g. Isildur protect-
ing the ring). To imply actor relationships, cinematographers often
use frameshare–a technique where the actors appear in two consec-
utive shots on the same side of the frame such as in Figure 8–to
show empathy. We define the frameshare ECP as:

frameshare{
framing
constraint: target_num=1

relation
constraint: horizontal-region==same
range: all

sub-sequence
constraint: ’shot’
range: all

length
constraint: length>=2

}
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Figure 7: Here we present the result of a search for 4 ECPs: intensify, same-size, frameshare, and opposition. These techniques reveal
insight into the plot, such as when characters are in agreement (frameshare) or discord (opposition), and when the atmosphere is intensifying
(intensify) or stable (same-size).

Its opposite, which we call opposition–hence, actors appearing
on opposite left/right sides of the frame such as in Figure 9–is of-
ten used to show opposition or disagreement among actors. Using
Patterns, opposition is defined as:

opposition{
framing
constraint: target_num==1
relation

constraint: horizontal-region!=same
range: all

sub-sequence
constraint: ’shot’
range: all

length
constraint: length>=2

}

Figure 9: Example opposition extracted by the query, where Elrond
and Isildur disagree with each other.

By defining the two ECPs, we easily extract uses of frame-share
and opposition throughout the clip. Comparing two specific exam-
ples in Figures 8 and 9, the result strongly corresponds with plot
events: Isuldur in coordination with the evil ring, and Elrond in dis-
agreement with Isuldur. In the rest of the sequence in Figure 7, we
also see that for the three actors, Elrond, Isuldur, and the Ring, the
director indeed uses the techniques opposition and frameshare to
express character relationships. In other parts of the film clip, the
director also uses opposition during the heated discussion between
Gandalf and Elrond, but filmshare when portraying the arrival of
surrounding allies to support their cause.

6. Limitations and Future Work

Our solver for ECP implements a full search on the framing
database for sequences that fulfil constraints. This becomes compu-
tationally heavy when evaluating multiple constraints over a large
database. More efficient algorithms could enhance the speed of of
searching for complex ECPs. Moreover, a smarter interpreter with
the ability to filter contradicting constraints (such as larger and
smaller) can be useful for the user.

In the field of cognitive science for films, we have seen a rise in
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film analysis that involves processing annotated data on the visual
features of shots, and montaging. We envision that ECPs can be-
come a plugin for film search engines, video streaming services, or
film analysis tools. Combined with annotation tools, ECPs can pro-
vide insight into how films are structured, and how certain types of
camera movements, shot compositions, and transition techniques
contribute to the story, like in our Lord of the Rings example.

In our ongoing work, we plan to design Patterns as a plugin for
a film shooting and editing tool in Unity 3D that will allow users
to apply ECPs to their montages, which can be useful not only for
film pre-visualisation, but also educational for film school students
on experimenting with different film editing techniques.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a solver using the Patterns cine-
matography language for defining ECPs. We extract relevant data
from annotated film clips to compose regular expression con-
straints, and conduct a full search on matches to find sequences
that fulfil ECPs. A full example from Lord of the Rings is provided
to demonstrate the approach’s potential.
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